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4.4  CORRELATION OF THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF ETHANE

4.4.1 Concepts Demonstrated

Correlations for heat capacity, vapor pressure, and liquid viscosity for an idealgas.
4.4.2 Numerical Methods Utilized

Polynomial, multiple linear, and nonlinear regression of data with linearizationand transformation functions.
4.4.3 Excel Options and Functions Demonstrated

Use of the Excel LINEST function for multiple linear and polynomial regression.Use of the Excel Add-In “Solver” for nonlinear regression.
4.4.4 Problem Definition

Determine appropriate correlations for heat capacity, vapor pressure, andliquid viscosity of ethane. The data files are given and also the data areavailable in Appendix F. Compare those correlations with the expressionssuggested by the Design Institute for Physical Properties, DIPPR2.(a) Compare third-degree and fifth-degree polynomials for the correlationof the heat capacity data (Table A of Appendix F) using both POLY-MATH and Excel by examining the respective variances, confidenceintervals, and residual plots.  (b) Use Excel to compare the fifth-degree polynomial for the correlation ofthe heat capacity data (Table B of Appendix F) with the two DIPPRrecommended correlations for the appropriate temperature intervals.  (c) Utilize multiple linear regression in Excel to fit the Wagner equationto the vapor pressure of ethane data found in Table C of Appendix F.Comment on the applicability of the Wagner equation for correlatingthese data. Compare the correlation obtained by the Wagner equationwith that of the Riedel equation recommended by DIPPR.  (d) Use nonlinear regression to fit the Antoine equation to the liquid vis-cosity data of ethane data found in Table D of Appendix F. Initial esti-mates of the nonlinear regression parameters should be obtained bylinear regression. Verify nonlinear regression results in both POLY-MATH and Excel. Compare the correlation obtained by the Antoineequation with that of the Riedel equation recommended by DIPPR.  
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4.4.5 Solution

This problem can be approached by first setting up the problem in POLYMATHand achieving a solution. Then the problem is exported to Excel from the POLY-MATH program, and the same calculations in Excel are verified between the twosoftware packages. Further use of Excel is emphasized in the detailed problemsolution and the generation of the tabular and graphical results.
(a) The temperature dependency of the heat capacities of gases is com-monly represented by simple polynomials of the form

(4-42)

where Cp is the heat capacity in J/kg-mol·K, T is the temperature in K, and a0,a1,... are the coefficients (parameters) of the correlation determined by regres-sion of experimental data. The degree of the polynomial which best representsthe experimental data can be determined based on the variance, the correlationcoefficient (R2), the confidence intervals of the parameters, and the residual plot.The heat capacity data for ethane gas are given in Appendix F, Tables A and B.There are 19 data points in Table A but they encompass a wider temperaturerange (1450 K) than the 41 data points in Table B that have a much smallerrange of temperature range (400 K).The data of Table A can be fitted to a third-degree polynomial of the formgiven by Equation (4-42) by first using the POLYMATH Regression Program.The results of the polynomial obtained with POLYMATH are summarized in Fig-ure 4–26, and the POLYMATH graphical result is given in Figure 4–27. The highvalue of the correlation coefficient (R2 = 0.9971) as well as the plot of the calcu-
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Figure 4–26  Third-Degree Polynomial Coefficient and Statistics for the Heat Capacity Data of 
Table A - File P4-04A.POL
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lated and experimental values seems to indicate that the representation of thedata by the third-degree polynomial is quite satisfactory. However, the residualplot of Figure 4–28 shows a clear cyclic pattern, and the error in representationof some of the points is >5% which is well above the common experimental errorin heat capacity data. In the case of a2, the confidence interval is slightly larger
in absolute value than the parameter itself. Thus the third-degree polynomialrepresentation is unsatisfactory, and better representation should be sought. 

Figure 4–27  Third-Degree Polynomial Representation for Heat Capacity of Ethane - FileP4-04A.POL
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Figure 4–28  Residual Plot for Heat Capacity Represented by Third-Degree Polynomial for Data Set A - File P4-04A.POL
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The calculations for the third-degree polynomial can easily be carried outwithin Excel. This is accomplished from POLYMATH by clicking on the Excelicon from POLYMATH Data Table after the problem is selected for the variableand the desired polynomial degree. Note that an Excel spreadsheet must be openon your computer in order for the “Export to Excel” to take place. The columnsgenerated in the Excel worksheet, after exporting the problem from POLY-MATH, are partially shown in Figure 4–29. The temperature and heat capacitydata are found in columns A and D respectively and the formulas for calculatingvarious powers of T are placed in columns B and C. The Excel result is summa-rized in Figure 4–30 which corresponds very closely to the POLYMATH solution. In a similar manner, the problem for the fifth-degree polynomial can besetup in POLYMATH and exported to Excel. The resulting worksheet is partiallypresented in Figure 4–31 where the data columns are shown. The temperatureand heat capacity data are found in columns A and F respectively, and the for-mulas for calculating various powers of T are placed in columns B through E.Consider now the underlying calculations in the Excel worksheet that areshown in Figure 4–32. The first three rows of this table (cell range L4:Q6) areobtained from Excel's LINEST function. Thus the formula in that range of cellsis given by
where (F4:F22) is the range where the dependent variable, Cp is stored, the sec-ond range (A4:E22) is the range where the independent variables (temperature

Figure 4–29  Columns Generated in the Excel Worksheet when a Third-Degree Polynomial 
Regression is Exported form POLYMATH to Excel - File P4-04A1.XLS

Figure 4–30  Third-Degree Polynomial Coefficients and Statistics for the Heat Capacity Data of 
Table A - File P4-04A1.XLS

=LINEST(F4:F22,A4:E22,TRUE,TRUE){ }
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and its various powers) are stored. The first logical variable indicates if there is afree parameter (TRUE) in the expression, and the second logical variable indi-cates whether correlation statistics should be shown (TRUE) in addition to theparameter values. The regression model parameters are shown in the 4th row of Figure 4–32.The respective parameter standard deviations σj, as provided by the LINESTfunction, are shown in row 5. The respective 95% confidence intervals are calcu-lated in row 7 by multiplying the σj by the statistical t distribution value consis-tent with the number of degrees of freedom (the appropriate t value is insertedby the POLYMATH export utility). The confidence interval of the parameter a0 iscalculated, for example, using the formula 
=2.017*Q5The linear correlation coefficient (R2 = 0.999947) in cell L6 and the stan-dard error on the dependent variable in cell M6 are also calculated by the LINESTfunction. The Variance is calculated in cell L8 (=(M6)^2), and the Sum ofSquares of the Residuals in cell L9 (=SUM(I4:I44)) is calculated from the gen-erated Excel table.When changes are introduced in the data, the Excel results table (Figure 4–32) will be updated correctly unless there is a change in the number of datapoints. If the number of data points is reduced or increased, the data range forthe LINST function must be changed, and a different t value (reflecting thechange in the degrees of freedom) must be introduced.

Figure 4–31  Fifth-Degree Polynomial Excel Worksheet for the Heat Capacity Data ofTable A - File P4-04A2.XLS

Figure 4–32  Fifth-Degree Polynomial Coefficients and Statistics for the Heat Capacity Data of Table A - File P4-04A2.XLS 
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The parameter values for the polynomial shown in Figure 4–32 are used tocalculate the “Cp calc” values of Figure 4–31. For example, the formula to calcu-late “Cp calc” for T = 50 K is
=$L$4*A4^5+$M$4*A4^4+$N$4*A4^3+$O$4*A4^2+$P$4*A4^1+$Q$4Note that these formulas are automatically generated by the POLYMATHsoftware when the export to Excel is requested. The respective residuals,(Cpcalc-Cp), are calculated and placed in column H.The residual plot, that can be created within Excel, is presented in Figure4–33. The correlation coefficient is R2 = 0.9999, and the variance has been signif-icantly reduced. All of the confidence intervals are smaller in absolute valuethan the associated parameter values. The residual plot of Figure 4–33 indicatesa random residual distribution with maximum error ~1%, which is very similarto the magnitude of the experimental error for this type of data. Thus it can beconcluded that the fifth-degree polynomial adequately represents the heat capac-ity data of Appendix F, Table A.
(b) DIPPR2 recommends an equation for heat capacity of ethane for thetemperature range from 200 K through 1500 K 

(4-43)

with parameters A = 4.0326E+04, B = 1.3422E+05, C = 1.6555E+03, D =7.3223E+04 and E = 7.5287E+02. For the more limited temperature range from50 K through 200 K, DIPPR recommends using a second-degree polynomial 
(4-44)

with the parameter values a0 = 3.1742E+04, a1 = 2.6567E+01, and a2 = 1.2927E-01. A comparison of the heat capacity data correlations first requires the deter-

Figure 4–33  Residual Plot Created in Excel for Heat Capacity Represented by Fifth-Degree Polynomial for the Data Set A
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mination of the fifth-order polynomial for the ethane data of Table B in AppendixF. POLYMATH will then be used to obtain the polynomial and subsequentlyexport the problem to Excel for verification of the polynomial representation. TheExcel solution will then be modified to carry out the heat capacity calculationsusing the two DIPPR equations with each applied over the recommended tem-perature range. A comparison of the polynomial with the DIPPR correlations willthen be made in Excel.The problem can be entered into POLYMATH and the fifth-order polyno-mial can be used to correlate the data of Table B in the same manner asdescribed in part (a) of this problem. The fifth-degree polynomial problem speci-fied in POLYMATH can then be exported to Excel. The resulting Excel solutionis shown in Figure 4–34. It is helpful and good practice to also carry out thePOLYMATH polynomial regression in order to verify the Excel solution by com-paring the   calculated polynomial coefficients. The heat capacity values recommended by DIPPR (Equations (4-43) and (4-44)) and the corresponding residual calculations can easily be compared byinserting two new columns in the worksheet immediately to the right of the “Cpresidual^2” column I in the Excel worksheet (see Figure 4–36). The five coeffi-cients of Equation (4-43) are entered in the range of cells G48:K48 and the threecoefficients of Equation (4-44) are stored in the range of cells G49:I49 as shownin Figure 4–35.The calculated heat capacity values from the DIPPR equations can beentered in Column J with title “CpD calc” and the residuals are entered in col-umn K with title “CpD residual”. The formula for calculating CpD for the first 11data points ( ) is given by the Excel equivalent to Equation (4-44).
=$G$49+$H$49*A4+$I$49*A4^2Note that this formula refers to T = 100 K in Figure 4–36.

Figure 4–34  Fifth-Degree Polynomial Coefficients and Statistics from Excel for the Heat Capacity Data of Table B of Appendix F.

Figure 4–35  Coefficients of the DIPPR Equations - File P4-04.XLS (Cp_Table B)
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The remaining data points use the Excel equivalent to Equation (4-43) as itis applied to temperatures greater than 200 K. This is shown below for cell H19in Figure 4–36.
=$G$48+$H$48*(($I$48/A19)/SINH($I$48/

A19))^2+$J$48*(($K$48/A19)/COSH($K$48/A19))^2The residuals for the DIPPR equations are calculated in Column K byentering the formula for the difference between the DIPPR result in Column Jand the measured Cp in Column F. The residuals of the heat capacity values calculated by fifth order polyno-mial in Column H and the DIPPR equations in Column K can be plotted in Excelas shown in Figure 4–37. The maximal error in polynomial representation is <0.1% and the maximal error in the DIPPR correlation is about 0.5%. Note that

Figure 4–36  Addition of DIPPR Equation Calculations to Excel Spreadsheet - File P4-04.XLS (Cp_Table B)

Figure 4–37  Residual Comparison of Heat Capacity Representation by a Fifth-DegreePolynomial and the DIPPR Equations for Data Set B - File P4-04.XLS 
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the larger error for DIPPR is expected as the DIPPR correlation of Equation (4-43) is for a much larger range of temperature. The residuals of both correlationsshow cyclic trends, and these trends can probably be attributed to prior smooth-ening of the experimental data.
(c) The Wagner equation is considered by many as the most appropriatemodel to represent the vapor pressure data over the full range between the triplepoint and critical point. The most widely used form of the Wagner equation is

 (4-45)

where  is the reduced temperature,  is the reduced pres-sure, and . For ethane, TC = 305.32 K, PC = 4.8720E+06 Pa and the tri-ple point temperature is 90.352 K. Thus the data in Table C of Appendix F coveralmost the full range between the triple point and the critical point, and theWagner equation is appropriate for correlation of these data.The use of Excel for solving this problem is preceded by the use of POLY-MATH to enter the data into the POLYMATH Data Table. The ability to easilytransform data is utilized in POLYMATH to define additional columns in theData Table as transformation functions defined by
TR = T / 305.32

lnPR = ln(P/4872000)

t = (1-TR)/TR

t15 =  (1-TR)^1.5/TR

t3 =  (1-TR)^3/TR

t6 =  (1-TR)^6/TR

The resulting POLYMATH Data Table is partially shown in Figure 4–38.These data transformations allow Multiple Linear Regression to fit thedata to the Wagner equation with lnPr as the dependent variable and the inde-pendent variables t, t15, t3, and t6. Note that in this Multiple Linear Regressionthere should be no free parameter; thus, the POLYMATH Data Table option“through origin” should be marked. This problem is exported to Excel after it issetup in the POLYMATH Regression Data Table.

PRln aτ bτ
1.5 cτ

3 dτ
6

+ + +TR-------------------------------------------------------=

TR T TC⁄= PR P PC⁄=

τ 1 TR–=

Figure 4–38  POLYMATH Data Table with Original and Transformed Data Columns - File P4-04C.POL
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The Excel results after export from POLYMATH for fitting the Wagnerequation to the vapor pressure data are partially presented in Figure 4–39, andthe residuals are plotted in Figure 4–40. The correlation coefficient is R2 =0.99999, and all the confidence intervals are smaller in absolute value than theassociated parameter values. The residual plot shows random residual distribu-tion, and the maximum error is <1% which is very similar to the magnitude ofthe experimental error for this type of data. Thus it can be concluded that theWagner equation adequately correlates the vapor pressure of ethane over theexperimental temperature range.The Riedel equation recommended by DIPPR for vapor pressure data ofethane is given by
(4-46)

with the parameters A = 51.857, B = -2600, C = -5.13, D = 1.49E-05 and E = 2.The comparison between the Wagner equation and the Riedel equation canbe carried out by creating new Excel worksheet which utilizes the Wagner equa-

Figure 4–39  Wagner Equation Model Results for the Ethane Vapor Pressure - File P4-04.XLS (Vp_Regress)

Figure 4–40  Residual Plot in Excel for Ethane Vapor Pressure Data Represented bythe Wagner Equation - File P4-04.XLS (Vp_Regress)
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tion variables and results given in the POLYMATH to Excel worksheet shown inFigure 4–39. Some of the information entered in this prepared worksheet isshown in Figure 4–41 (only four rows of data, out of the 107 data points in thiscase, are shown). The measured temperature and vapor pressure data areinserted in columns A and B.

The data of “lnPr” and “lnPr calc” (columns C and D in Figure 4–41) arecopied from the POLYMATH migration worksheet that is partially shown in Fig-ure 4–39. Note that in order to paste the “lnPr calc” values, the “Paste Special”“Values” should be used otherwise error messages will be obtained (and the datacolumns and the coefficients of the Wagner equation will not be copied into thenew worksheet).In the 2nd row, the numerical values of the Riedel equation parameters areentered with their names shown in the 1st row. In column E, the “lnPr CalcDIPPR” is calculated using the DIPPR recommended equation by manuallyentering the formula for cell D4.                   =($C$2+$D$2/A4+$E$2*LN(A4)+$F$2*(A4)^$G$2)-LN(4872000)Then this formula is copied to all the cells below for the entire data set.The residual plot of the “lnPr Res DIPPR” in this case is very similar to theresidual plot obtained for the Wagner equation (Figure 4–40). The comparisonbetween the two equations is more meaningful if it is carried out with the help ofthe residual plots based on the pressure (instead of ln(PR)). The preparation ofsuch a plot is left as an exercise for the reader.
(d) A recommended correlation for viscosity of liquids by Perry4 is similarto the Antoine equation for vapor pressure and given by

(4-47)

where µ is the viscosity and the parameters are A, B, and C. If T is expressed indegrees K, then parameter C can be approximated by C = 17.71 - 0.19Tb whereTb is the normal boiling point in K. For ethane, the normal boiling point is 184.55K, and thus the approximate value of C is -17.35.Equation (4-47) is nonlinear and can be fitted to the experimental viscositydata of Table D in Appendix F using general nonlinear regression. However goodinitial estimates are necessary for the nonlinear regression. These can beobtained by linearizing Equation (4-47) using the approximate value of C for

Figure 4–41  Worksheet for Comparison of Vapor Pressure Correlation by Wagner andDIPPR Equations - File P4-04.XLS (Vp_Compare)

µln A BT C+
--------------+=
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ethane to obtain
(4-48)

Thus, the linear form can be used in the POLYMATH Data Table contain-ing the viscosity and temperature data by creating additional columns to calcu-late the transformed variables Y = lnµ and X1 = 1/(T-17.35). A portion of thePOLYMATH Data Table which utilizes these transformed variables and is set upfor the linear regression of Equation (4-48) is shown in Figure 4–42. The resultsof the POLYMATH Linear Regression are shown in Figure 4–43. These resultsprovide the initial estimates of A = -11.1, B = 364.6 and C = -17.35 for the nonlin-ear regression of Equation (4-47). 

µln A BT 17.35–
-----------------------+ a0 a1

1T 17.35–
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Figure 4–42  Setup of POLYMATH Linear Regression for Equation (4-48) - File P4-04D1.POL

Figure 4–43  Linear Regression Results from POLYMATH for Equation (4-48) - File P4-04D1.POL
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The nonlinear regression can be set up in POLYMATH and then exported toExcel. The setup of the POLYMATH Nonlinear Regression is shown in Figure 4–44 which gives the results that are summarized in Figure 4–45 where some 73iterations were required.    

The export of the POLYMATH setup for Nonlinear Regression to Excel bypressing the Excel icon gives the initial worksheet that is partially shown in Fig-ure 4–46. Note that this problem in Excel must be solved by using the Excel Add-

Figure 4–44  Nonlinear Regression Setup in POLYMATH for Equation (4-48) - File P4-04D1.POL

Figure 4–45  Nonlinear Regression Result in POLYMATH for Equation (4-48) - FileP4-04D1.POL
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In called “Solver.” This Add-In should be available from the drop-down menu inExcel under “Tools” and then “Add-Ins...”The objective function for the nonlinear regression problem within Excel isthe sum of squares of the Y residuals that is found in the cell at the base of the “Yresidual ^2” column.When Solver is called from the “Tools” menu in Excel to perform the nonlin-ear regression, an interface appears in which the “Solver Parameters” must beentered. Solver requires that the Target Cell be set as the sum of squares of theY residuals which should be minimized. Also the Coefficients cells for A, B, and Cmust be identified in the “By Changing Cells” entry box. This is shown in Figure4–47. In the “Equal To:” field of the Solver it is important to move the marking toMin (from the default Max marking). After a mouse click on the “Solve” button,

Figure 4–46  Nonlinear Regression Exported to Excel - Initial Worksheet

Figure 4–47  Use of the Excel Solver Add-In for Nonlinear Regression
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the Coefficients are changed to the converged values. In this Solver solutionshown in Figure 4–48, the results are similar to the POLYMATH NonlinearRegression parameters as summarized in Figure 4–45. Note the convergence ofPOLYMATH and the Excel Solver Add-In are very dependent upon the initialestimates and the particular numerical method that is used. For this problem inPOLYMATH, the L-M algorithm has been used, and the number of iterationsneeded to be increased from the default value. Other algorithms may give differ-ent results.The residual plot from Excel reproduced in Figure 4–49 has a cyclic patternand considerable errors. This indicates that this model for correlation of ethaneviscosity is not very satisfactory. Many more models do exist which could be fit-ted to these ethane data. 

Figure 4–48  Solver Results for the Excel Nonlinear Regression of Equation (4-47) - File P4-04.XLS (Antoine (2))

Figure 4–49  Residual Plot from Excel for Equation (4-47) - File P4-04.XLS (Antoine (
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   The comparison with the Riedel equation using the parameters recom-mended by DIPPR follows the same procedure that was followed in connectionwith the vapor pressure data correlation and discussed in the solution to the pre-vious part (c).The Antoine and Riedel equation representations of the liquid viscosity arecompared in Figure 4–50. The residuals of the Riedel equation seem to follow acyclic pattern as do the residuals of the Antoine equation but the errors are con-siderably smaller. 

The problem solution files are found in directory CHAPTER 4 and desig-nated P4-04A.POL, P4-04B.POL, P4-04C.POL, P4-04D1.POL, P4-04D2.POL, and P4-04.XLS.

Figure 4–50  Comparison of Viscosity Represented by the Antoine Equation (4-47) and theEquation with the DIPPR Recommended Constants - File P4-04.XLS (Antoi


